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1. Introduction. The concept of an «-local domain was introduced in [8, §8]

as a simultaneous generalization of both a Dedekind domain and a local domain.

It is a domain in which localizations with respect to maximal ideals behave properly.

In this paper we give some further characterizations of an «-local domain and

investigate its ideal structure. The tools found here, together with the theory of

cotorsion modules of [8], are then used to settle some questions concerning

decomposability of modules that have descended to us from the theory of Abelian

groups. The point here is that the machinery of cotorsion modules and «-local

domains is useful in solving problems that have a classical history, and were posed

long before the development of this machinery.

In §5 we characterize those «-local domains that have the property that every

finitely generated torsion module is a direct sum of cyclic modules. This generalizes

and proves the converse of [3, Theorem 14]. In §6 we find the class of all integral

domains having the property that every torsion-free module of finite rank is a

direct sum of modules of rank one. This generalizes and proves the converse of

[3, Theorem 12]. Finally, in §7 we find the class of all Noetherian domains having

the property that every homomorphic image of the quotient field is indecomposable.

This answers a question raised in [7, p. 573].

2. The ideal structure of an «-local domain. Throughout this paper R will

denote an integral domain (not a field), Q its quotient field, and K the P-module

QIR. We will let H denote the ring Homs (K, K). H is the completion of R in the

P-topology [8, Proposition 6.4]. R is said to be an h-local domain if the following

two conditions are satisfied:

(1) Each nonzero ideal of R is contained in only finitely many maximal ideals of

P;

(2) Each nonzero prime ideal of R is contained in only one maximal ideal of R.

R is said to be h-semilocal if it satisfies merely condition (1).

These types of rings can be characterized by finiteness conditions on the topology

of QP, the space of prime ideals of R; or of Q, the space of maximal ideals of R.

A set in QP is called closed if it consists of all of the prime ideals of R containing

a given ideal of P. A similar statement is true for Ü. It is then easy to see that R

is «-local if and only if every proper closed set in Q.P is a finite union of isolated

closed sets (a closed set is called isolated, if it contains only one closed point).
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It is also obvious that P is n-semilocal if and only if Í2 has the cofinite topology

(i.e., the open sets of Í2 are the complements of finite sets).

Examples of n-local domains are the following:

(a) Local domains (domains with only one maximal ideal, and no chain con-

ditions assumed).

(b) Dedekind rings.

(c) Noetherian domains of Krull dimension one.

(d) Domains in which every nonzero prime ideal is maximal, and no maximal

ideal is contained in the union of the remaining ones (see [8, Proposition 8.7]).

In [8, Theorem 8.5] we proved the following characterization of A-local domains.

Theorem. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) P is an h-local domain.

(2) S(M)®RRM s Q for all M eü., where S (M) = Ç\RN for all Neu.- {M}.

(3) .fv~2 ®KM, where M ranges over all maximal ideals in Q.

(4) H=Y\H(M), where M ranges over all maximal ideals in Í2, and where

H(M) = HomRM (KM, KM) is the completion of Ru.

Definition. An ideal I of R will be called colocal if it is contained in only one

maximal ideal M of R. I will then be said to belong to M. An P-module will be

called local if it is isomorphic to R/I, where / is a colocal ideal of P. We have the

following elementary properties of colocal ideals ;

(1) If h, ■ ■., In are colocal ideals belonging to M, then / n■ ■ • n In is a colocal

ideal belonging to M.

(2) If / and J are colocal ideals belonging to different maximal ideals, then /

and J are relatively prime; i.e., I+J=R.

(3) Let 7 = P)JL ! If, where each I, is a colocal ideal belonging to a maximal

ideal Mj, and the M/s are all distinct. Then /= IJ2 ■ ■ ■ In and P/i = P// © ■ • • ®R/In.

(4) If A is a local P-module, and if P and C are submodules of A such that

B+C=A, then either B=A or C=A.

Lemma 2.1. Let I be a colocal ideal of R belonging to a maximal ideal M. Then:

(1) Rm®rR/I=R/I, andIM n R = I.

(2) If A is a maximal ideal different from M, then RN®RR/I=0.

Proof. Let J={r e R\ there is an s e R — M such that sr e I}. Then J=IM n P,

and /c/. Hence Im=Jm- Now 1 $J, and so / is a colocal ideal belonging to M.

Let L be any colocal ideal belonging to M, and let A be a maximal ideal different

from M. Since L is not contained in A, it meets P — A, and thus LN = RN. Hence

we have IN = RN and JN = RN for all maximal ideals A different from M. But

Im=Jm also, and thus we have I=(~) IN = C]JN=J, where the intersection ranges

over all maximal ideals A of P. Therefore IMr\ R=I.
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Define/: P//-> PM<g>BP// by f(x)= 1 (g>x for all x e R/I. If x e Ker/ then there

exists anse P — M such that íx = 0. Thus if x = x + /, x e P, we have sx e I. Hence

xeJ=I, and x = 0. Therefore, / is 1 to 1. Let y e RM®RRjI; then there exists

x e R/I and í e R — M such that y = (\¡s)®x. Now Rs+I can be contained in no

maximal ideal of R, and so Rs + I=R. Therefore, s(R/I) = R/I, and so there exists

an element z e R/I such that x = if. We then have y=\®z=f(z). Thus/is onto, and

so is an isomorphism.

If N is a maximal ideal different from M, then we have seen that IN = RN, and so

Pw®BP//£PJV//JV = 0.

Definition. Let /= f]f= x I} be a finite intersection of ideals, where /, is a

colocal ideal belonging to a maximal ideal M,-. We will say that this decomposition

is normal, if Mt^Mk for i^k. It is clear from elementary property (1) that every

finite intersection of colocal ideals can be normalized.

Lemma 2.2. Let 1= P|"= ±I¡ be a normal decomposition of an ideal I, where I¡

is a colocal ideal belonging to a maximal ideal Mj. Then /, = IMj n R, and so the

Ij's are unique.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we have

/if, n R = (n I,)    n * = Ô ((Ij)Mk nR) = IknR = Ik.
\J=1       /Mk j = l

Theorem 2.3. Let R be an integral domain. Then R is an h-local ring if and only if

every nonzero ideal of R is a finite intersection of colocal ideals.

Proof. Suppose that every nonzero ideal of R is a finite intersection of colocal

ideals. Let / be a nonzero ideal of P. Then /= (~]J= x Ij, where / is a colocal ideal

belonging to a maximal ideal M}. If M is any maximal ideal containing /, then M

contains one of the /,'s, and hence is equal to that M¡. Therefore, / is contained in

only finitely many maximal ideals of P. If / is a prime ideal, then it can not be the

intersection of two properly larger ideals, and so it is equal to one of the 7/s.

Thus / is contained in only one maximal ideal of P. Therefore, R is an «-local

domain.

Conversely, suppose that P is an «-local domain. Let / be a nonzero ideal of R;

then / is contained in only a finite number of maximal ideals Mu ..., Mn. Let

P = /m} n P for j= 1,..., «. If N is a maximal ideal different from Mu ..., Mn,

then /meets R — N ana so IN = RN. Thus, if we let M range over all maximal ideals

of P, we have f)?-! h-CS-x h n (n**) = fV* = /-
It only remains to show that /,• is a colocal ideal belonging to M¡. Since /<= Mj,

we have Ij^Mj. Let N be any maximal ideal different from Mj. Then (I})N =

(Im,)n <"> Pjv But RMj®rRn= Q, since R is «-local, and so

(Im,)n = (I®rRm,)®rRn =  Ô-
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Therefore, (If)N =Q n Pw = RN. It follows that / is not contained in A. Hence I¡

is a colocal ideal belonging to M¡.

Lemma 2.4. Let R be an integral domain and I a nonzero projective ideal of R.

Let Mu ..., Mn be maximal ideals of R. Then there exists an ideal of R isomorphic

to I which is not contained in any of Mu..., Mn; (i.e., there exists an element

q e I'1 such that qI^M1 U- • -u Mn).

Proof. The proof will be by induction on n. Suppose that n = 1. Now 1 = 2Í = i fl¡<7¡,

where a¡e/and j(e/-1. Hence we can assume without loss of generality that

alq1 <£ Mx, and so qj is not contained in Mx. Suppose that n> 1, and that the

lemma is true for n — 1. We can assume that the Af¡'s are all distinct. By the in-

duction hypothesis we may assume that I is not contained in M2 U ■ • • u Mn, but

that I is contained in Mx. Choose p e M2M3... Mn such that p £ Mx. By the case

n=l there exists an element qel'1 such that ql^M^ Let v=l—pq; then we

can not have vI<=Mi for any i>l. For suppose that vI^M^ Take xtel such

that x¡ £ M¡ ; then x¡ —pqx¡ = vx¡ e M¡ and pqxx e M¡. Thus x¡ e M(, which is a

contradiction. We can not have vI^-M^, either. For take xel such that

qx$Mx; then xeMu and if x— pqx = vxe Mu we would have pqx e Mx. But

p $ M1; and so qx e Mx, which is a contradiction. Hence vlis not contained in any

one of Mu ..., Mn.

Corollary 2.5. Let R be an integral domain and I a projective ideal of R. If I

is contained in only a finite number of maximal ideals of R, then I is generated by at

most two elements.

Proof. We can assume that I is not the zero ideal. By Lemma 2.4 there exists an

element q e I'1 such that ql is not contained in any of the maximal ideals that

contain I. Since ql is an ideal of R we then have that I+qI=R. Hence there exist

elements a, b in I such that l=a+qb. If xel, then x = xa + (qx)b, and so / is

generated by a and b.

Corollary 2.6. Let R be an integral domain, I a projective rank one R-module

and J an ideal of R. If J is contained in only a finite number of maximal ideals of R,

then we have I/JI^ R/J.

Proof. Since I is a finitely generated P-submodule of Q, there exists a nonzero

element d in P such that dlis an ideal of P. Then dl/J dl^ I/JI, and so we can assume

that I is an ideal of P. By Lemma 2.4 there exists an element q in / ~1 such that ql

is not contained in any of the maximal ideals that contain /. Thus we have qI+J= R,

and so ql n J=qIJ. Therefore, we have R/J=(qI+J)/J^qI/(qI n J) = qI/qIJ^I/IJ.
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Theorem 2.7. Let R be an h-semilocal domain, and I a nonzero projective ideal

of R. Then,

(1) If J is a nonzero ideal of R, we have I/JI=R/J.

(2) I is generated by two elements, one of which may be chosen arbitrarily.

(3) We have I-^R^R/I.

Proof.

(1) This follows from Corollary 2.6.

(2) Let a be a nonzero element of /, and let J=al~x. Then / is an ideal of P.

Hence by Corollary 2.6, I/JI^R/J is cyclic. Now JI=aI~1I=Ra. Hence / is

generated by a and one other element.

(3) By part (2) I'1 is generated by 1 and one other element. Therefore,

I~1/R is cyclic. Since (I'1)~1 = I, the annihilator of I~1/R is exactly /. Thus

I-1/R^R/I.

Remarks. (1) Theorem 2.7 is of course a classical theorem for Dedekind rings.

If R is actually semilocal (i.e., if R has only a finite number of maximal ideals),

and if we take J to be the 0 ideal in Corollary 2.6, we obtain the theorem that

every projective ideal of R is free on one generator. Thus there is an underlying

unity in these two well-known theorems. They are merely special cases of Theorem

2.7 that postulates a weak type of finiteness condition that encompasses both.

With the austerity of the assumptions goes a corresponding increased transparency

in the nature of the proof.

(2) It is an open question whether Corollary 2.5 is the best result obtainable.

In other words, if/is a projective ideal of an arbitrary integral domain, and if/is

contained in only a finite number of maximal ideals, can one of the two generators

of/be chosen from among any of the nonzero elements of/? The affirmative answer

for «-semilocal domains is provided by Theorem 2.7.

(3) Let P be an «-semilocal domain. If P is a projective P-module of finite rank

«, then it follows from [1, Theorem 3] that P is a direct sum of a projective ideal /

of R and a free P-module of rank n — 1. By [3, Lemma 1] the only invariants of P

are « and the ideal class of/. It follows that if Ilt..., In and Ju...,Jn are projective

ideals of P, then Ix© ■ ■ ■ ©/„ and J±® ■ ■ ■ ®Jn are isomorphic if and only if

hh' • /„ and J\J2- • Jn are isomorphic. By the proof of [3, Theorem 2] an R-

module which is a direct sum of an infinite number of nonzero projective ideals is

free.

Theorem 2.8. Let R be an h-local domain, and P a finitely generated R-module.

Let H be the completion of R. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) P is R-projective.

(2) H®RP is H-free.

Proof. Assume that P is P-projective, and let F be a free P-module such that

rank P= rank P. Let M be a maximal ideal of P. Then PM is PM-free, and so
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PM = FM. Hence KM®RP^KM®RPM^KM®RFM^KM®RF. Since P is n-local, we

have K= 2 ®KM, where M ranges over all maximal ideals of P. Thus we have

K®RP s 2 ®(Km®rP) S 2 ®(Km®rF) s K®rF. Therefore, HomB (K, K®RP) £

HomB (A", K<g)RF). Since P is finitely generated, we have by [8, Proposition 7.2]

and [8, Corollary 3.3] that /7<g)ÄPsHomß (K, K®RP). Similarly we have

7P8>BPsHomB (K, K®RF). Thus H0RP^H0RF, and so H®RP is H-free.

Conversely, if H®RP is H-free, then by [8, Proposition 9.1] we have that P is

P-projective.

Theorem 2.8 raises the question of which finitely generated projective H-

modules are H-free"! Theorem 3.2 will provide the answer for «-local domains.

Since Theorem 2.8 will be a special case of Theorem 3.2, this will give a second

proof of Theorem 2.8.

3. Modules over //-local domains. An P-module C is said to be cotorsion, if

Homs (Q, C) = 0 and ExtB (Q, C) = 0. If M is a maximal ideal of P and A is an

P-module, we denote HomB (PM, A) by the symbol AM. In [8] we showed that P

is n-local if and only if T^ 2 ®TM for every torsion P-module T, where M ranges

over all maximal ideals of P. We then showed that if P is n-local and C is a cotor-

sion P-module, then C=F] CM. The next theorem repairs the gap in [8] by showing

that these three conditions are all equivalent. It reveals the real reason why n-local

domains are so useful.

Theorem 3.1. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) R is an h-local domain.

(2) P~ 2 ®TM for all torsion R-modules T, where M ranges over all maximal

ideals of R.

(3) C^F] CM for all cotorsion R-modules C, where M ranges over all maximal

ideals of P.

Proof. We have already proved ([8, Theorem 8.5] and [8, Corollary 8.6]) that

(1)=>(2) and (2)=>(3). It remains to prove that (3)=>(1). Hence assume that (3)

holds.

Let P be a nonzero prime ideal of P. We will show first that P is contained in

only one maximal ideal of P. Now R/P is torsion of bounded order, and hence is

cotorsion. Thus by assumption we have P/Psfl (R/P)M. If there are at least two

nonzero components in this product, then there exist ideals A and P of P, each

properly containing P, such that R/P=A/P@B/P. Thus we have A n B=P. Since

P is a prime ideal, this is a contradiction. Hence there exists a maximal ideal M

of P such that R/P^(R/P)M, and (R/P)N = 0 for every other maximal ideal A of

P. Thus we have Rm/Pm = (RIP)m = [(R/P)m]m = (R/P)m = R/P. Hence PM¥=RM, and

so Pc M.
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Let N be a maximal ideal of P different from M. We must show that P is not

contained in N. Now RN/PN is torsion of bounded order as an P-module, and so is

a cotorsion P-module. Thus we have RN/PN £ Yl (Rn/Pn)l, where L ranges over all

maximal ideals of P. But (RN/PN)L is an P^-module; and RN/PN is a local RN-

module, and hence indecomposable. Therefore, (RN/PN)L=0 for every Lj=N.

In particular, (RN/PN)M=0.

Suppose that we have P<=N. We define a map cp: [(R/P)M]N^(RN/PN)M as

follows. We have [(R/P)M]N = KomB (RM, R/P)N, and

(RN/PN)M = HomB„ (Rm®rRn, Rn/Pn).

Letfe HomB (PM, R/P), x e RM, s and teR — N; then set

M/®(1/í))](x®(1/0) = /(x)®(l/rf).

Suppose that/(g)(l/i) 6 Ker<p; then for each x e PM there exists uxe R — N such

that ma/(x) = 0. But f(x) s R/P, and ux$P. Therefore,/(x) = 0 for all xsRM,

and so/=0. Thus we have Ker<p=0. But we have seen above that (RN/PN)M = 0.

Hence we have [(P/P)M]N = 0, also. Therefore, RN/PN^(R/P)N^[(R/P)M]N = 0.

This contradicts P<^N, and so we have that M is the only maximal ideal of R

containing P.

Let M and N be two distinct maximal ideals of P. Then by what we have just

shown, M n N contains no nonzero prime ideal of P. Hence by [8, Corollary 8.2]

we have Rm®rRn=Q-

Let / be a nonzero ideal of R, and let T= R/I. We must show that / is contained

in only a finite number of maximal ideals of P. Let JÍ be the collection of maximal

ideals M of P such that PM^0. We will show first that Ji is a finite set. Since T

is a cotorsion P-module, we have T^YJTM, MeJÏ. Let S=2©PM, Me!.

Then S<=T, and so S is torsion of bounded order. Therefore, S is a cotorsion R-

module, and we have S^H SN, where N ranges over all maximal ideals of P. If

N is a maximal ideal such that NCJi, then SNc^TN = 0. Therefore, we have

S^Y\SM,MeJ{.

Let N and M be two distinct maximal ideals of P. Then

(TM)N S Horn« (RN®RRM, T) £ Horn* (Q, T) = 0.

Thus if NsJf, we have SN = HomB (RN, ^M^®TM)^(TN)N^TN. Therefore,

S^Um^Sm^Um^Tm^T. We also have (TM)N^([TM]M)N^TM®RQ = 0.

Therefore, if N$J¿, we have SN ~ 2meJï ®(Tm)n = 0. Since S^T, we also have

TN = 0, and hence (T/S)N = 0. Now let Me Jt. Then P=PM©^, S=TU@B, where

B^A are submodules of P. Hence TM^(TM)M®AM^TM@AM. But TM^RM/IM is a

local PM-module and hence is indecomposable. Therefore, we have AM = 0, and it
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follows that (A/B)M = 0 also. Now T/S^A/B, and so (T/S)M = 0. We have thus

shown that (T/S)N = 0 for every maximal ideal N of P. Hence we have S=T. But

this means that the set Ji is finite.

If A ^ JÍ, then we have seen above that RN/IN = TN = 0. This says that /

is not contained in A, and therefore, I is contained in only the maximal ideals

belonging to Jt, which is a finite set. Hence I is contained in only a finite number

of maximal ideals of P. Thus P is an n-local ring, and the proof of the theorem

is complete.

Definition. Let P be an n-local ring, H its completion, and M a maximal ideal

of P. Then HM is a maximal ideal of H and H/HM~R/M (see [8, Proposition

5.10]). Let P be a projective //-module, and define rankM P to be the dimension of

P/MP over R/M (or over H/HM). If P is a finitely generated //-module, then

rankM P is finite.

Theorem 3.2. Let P be an h-local domain, and H its completion. Let P be a

finitely generated, projective H-module. Then P is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of

principal ideals of H. P is a free H-module if and only i/rankM P is constant for all

maximal ideals M of R.

Proof. Since P is a direct summand of a finitely generated free //-module, P is a

cotorsion P-module. Thus by Theorem 3.1 we have P^Y\PM, where M ranges

over all maximal ideals of P. By [8, Theorem 8.5] we have H=\~\ H(M), where M

ranges over all maximal ideals of P and H(M) = HomBji (KM, KM). Since H(M)/RM

is torsion-free and divisible, we have PM = HomB (H(M), P), and so PM is an

H(M)-mod\xle. If A and M are different maximal ideals of P, we have by [8,

Lemma 8.3] that HomB (H(M), PN) = 0. This shows that H=\~[ H(M) acts com-

ponentwise on P = f7PM, and that PM is the //(M)-component of P. Therefore,

PM is a finitely generated, projective H(M)-module.

Since P is a direct summand of a finitely generated, free //-module, rankM P

is bounded. Let n = max (rankM P), where M ranges over all maximal ideals of P.

Let A = TIn*m H(N), so that H=H(M)@A. Then Rj M%H/MH^H(M)/MH(M)

@A/MA, and so we have A = MA. Hence if B = \~\Ni¡MPN, we have MB=B. Thus

P/MP^PM/MPM, and so rankMPM = rankMPgn.

It will follow from Proposition 4.1 of the next section, that since RM is a local

ring, H(M) is a local ring also. Thus PM, being a projective H(M)-module, is a

free //(M)-module of ranken. Therefore, Pm = 2?=i©^i,m, where ^¡>M = 0 or

AUM^H(M). Thus we have P^Y\Pm = Y\m (2Ui®aÍm) = 21=i®(Um AUM).
Now YIm Aum is isomorphic to H if /ii-M#0 for every M, and it is isomorphic to a

direct summand of H, otherwise. Hence P is isomorphic to a finite direct sum

of principal ideals of //. It is also clear that P is a free //-module if and only if

rankM P = n for every maximal ideal M of P.
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Theorem 3.3. Let R be an h-local domain, and C an R-module. Then inj. dim.B C=

supM inj. dim.BM CM, where M ranges over all maximal ideals of R. Thus gl. dim. R =

supM gl. dim. PM.

Proof. We will prove first that inj. dim.B C^supM inj. dim.Bw CM. Hence we can

assume that supM inj. dim.Bai CM = «<co.

Case I. « = 0. In this case CM is an injective PM-module for all maximal ideals M

of P. Hence by [2, Chapter VI, Proposition 4.1.3], CM is an injective P-module for

all M. Let T be the torsion submodule of C, and let S= C/T. Then TM is the torsion

submodule of CM, and so CM^TM®SM. Hence SM is torsion-free and divisible.

Since 5cSMc Q®RS, it follows that SM= Q®RS. Thus S=(~\ SU=Q®RS, and so

5 is an injective P-module. It suffices then in this case to prove that Pis an injective

P-module, for then C^T®S will be an injective P-module.

Let / be a nonzero ideal of P and N a maximal ideal of P. Consider an exact

sequence of the form :

(*) 0^T^A^RN/IN^0.

Then A is a torsion P-module, and we have A = 2 ®AM and T= 2 ®TM. From exact

sequence (*) we see that we have AM/TM^(RN/IN)M. If M^N, we have (RN/IN)M =

P//®ßo = 0 by [8, Corollary 8.2]. Thus TM = AM for all M^N. Hence exact

sequence (*) splits if and only if the following exact sequence splits:

0 -> TN -> AN -> RN/IN -^ 0.

But this sequence splits, because TN is an injective Pw-module. Therefore (*)

splits, and so we have ExtB (RN/IN, T) = 0. By Theorem 3.1 wehaveP//^2N ®Rn/In,

and so we have ExtB (R/I, T) ~ YIn ExtB (RN/IN, T) = 0. Therefore, T is an injective

P-module.

Case II: «>0. Take an exact sequence:

(**) 0^C^Po^Pi->->En_1-^D^0,

where each P¡ is an injective P-module. Then for each maximal ideal M of R we

have an exact sequence :

(***) o -> CM -> (P0)m -*■ (Pi)m ->-> (En - i)m -> Dm -> 0.

Now P( is a direct sum of a torsion injective P-module and a torsion-free injective

P-module. Hence using Theorem 3.1 we see that (E¡)M is a direct summand of E¡,

and so is P-injective. Thus by [2, Chapter VI, Proposition 4.1.3], (P¡)M is an injec-

tive PM-module. Since inj. dim.Bjf CM^n, it follows that DM is an injective PM-

module for all M. Therefore, by Case I, D is an injective P-module. Thus we see

from exact sequence (**) that inj. dim.B C^n.
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We next prove that supM inj. dim.BM CMSinj. dim.B C; and for this we may

assume that inj. dim.B C=n<co. Then we have an exact sequence of the form

(**) with D = En, and P¡ an injective P-module for all f¡>0. As above it follows that

(£¡)M is an injective PM-module for all /jgO. We then have an exact sequence of the

form (***) for each maximal ideal M, with DM = (En)M. Therefore,

sup inj. dim. CM ^ n,
M RM

and the theorem is proved.

4. Local domains.

Proposition 4.1. Let R be a local domain with maximal ideal M, and let H be the

completion of R. Then H is a commutative local ring with maximal ideal HM, and

H/HM^R/M.

Proof. By [8, Proposition 5.10], HM is a maximal ideal of P and H/HM^R/M.

H is a commutative ring by [8, Proposition 5.1]. Suppose that J is an ideal of H

that is not contained in HM. Then H=HM+J, and so there exist ge HM and

peJ such that 1 = g +p. No w we have g = 2?= i /tyM», where n¡ e H and m¡ e M for

/'= 1,..., n. Let j be a nonzero element of P, and setj=[(l/j) + P] e K. Then n¡(j)

is an element of K that is annihilated by s, and so ht(y) e Ry. It follows that if x

is any element of K, then there exists an element rixe R such that h¡(x) = ri¡xx.

Hence g(x) = 2?=i n¡(w¡x) = 2?=i trUxmix = mxx, where mx e M. Therefore,

p(x) = x — g(x) = x — mxx = (l—mx)x.

Let ux= 1 — mx; then ux is a.unit in P and we havep(x) = uxx. It follows that/? is

an automorphism of K, and so p'1 e H. Thus J=H, which shows that H is a

local ring with maximal ideal HM.

Corollary 4.2. Let P be a local domain. Then K is an indecomposable

R-module.

Proof. Since H is a local ring by Proposition 4.1, it can have no idempotents

other than the identity. Therefore K is indecomposable.

Remarks. It is not true in general that if P is a local domain and / is an ideal of

P, then K®RI is indecomposable, as we shall see in Theorem 7.4.

Corollary 4.3. Let R be an h-local domain, and H its completion. Then H is a

direct product of commutative, local rings.
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Proof. By [8, Theorem 8.5] we have H^U H(M), where

H(M) = HomBM (KM, KM)

for all maximal ideals M of P. By Proposition 4.1, H(M) is a commutative local

ring.

Lemma 4.4. Let R be an integral domain and H its completion. Let J be an ideal of

R such that J n P = 0. Let P be an ideal of H that is maximal with respect to the

properties that J<=P and P n P = 0. Then P is a prime ideal of H; and if P is not a

cotorsion R-module, then P is a maximal ideal of R such that H/P is torsion-free and

divisible over R.

Proof. It is clear from an application of Zorn's Lemma that there exist ideals P

of H that are maximal with respect to the properties that J^P and P n P = 0. Let

P be such an ideal. Let a, b be elements of H such that ab e P. Suppose that a $ P

and b $ P. Then we have r=p + ha and s=q + kb, where r, s are nonzero elements

of P, p,qeP, and h, k e H. Then rs e P n P = 0, and so r = 0 or 5 = 0, which is a

contradiction. Thus either aeP or be P; and so P is a prime ideal of H.

Suppose that P is not a cotorsion P-module. Assume that P is not a maximal

ideal of H. Then there is an ideal A of H that is properly between P and //. But

then A n P^O, and so by [8, Proposition 7.8], A is a cotorsion P-module. Let S

be the intersection of all cotorsion submodules of H that contain P. Now H/P

is a torsion-free P-module, since P is a prime ideal of H and P n /? = 0. Therefore

[8, Proposition 2.8] applies, and we have that S/P is torsion-free and divisible, and

that S is a cotorsion submodule of //. Thus 5 is an ideal of //, and S^A. Therefore,

St^P and S^H. Hence S n P#0, and so there exists a nonzero element re S n R.

By [8, Proposition 7.8], P+Hr is a cotorsion P-module, and so S^P+Hr. But of

course P+Hr^S, and so we have S=P+Hr. Therefore,

S/P = (P+Hr)/P s Hr/(P n Hr) = Hr/Pr s H/P.

Thus H/P is torsion-free and divisible. But by [8, Proposition 2.8] this implies

that H= S. This contradiction shows that P is a maximal ideal of H. It then follows

from [8, Proposition 7.8] that H/P is torsion-free and divisible.

Theorem 4.5. Let R be a local domain. Then the following statements are

equivalent :

(1) Every proper R-submodule of K is h-reduced.

(2) If J is a nonzero ideal of H, then J n R=£0.

(3) IfJ is any ideal of H and I=J n P, then J= HI.

(4) Every nonzero element of H is an epimorphism of K.

If any of these conditions hold, then H is an integral domain.
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Proof. (1)=>(2). Suppose that J is a nonzero ideal of H, and that J r\ P = 0.

By Proposition 4.1, H is a local ring with maximal ideal HM, where M is the maxi-

mal ideal of R, and H/HM = R/M. Let P be an ideal of H maximal with respect

to the properties that J^P and P n P = 0. Since P=£HM, we have by Lemma 4.4

that P is a cotorsion P-module and H/P is torsion-free. Thus we have an exact

sequence :

0 —> K®BP —^ K®rH —> K®RH/P —> 0.

Since K0BH^K by [8, Proposition 5.5], we have by assumption that either/is an

epimorphism, or/=0. If/=0, then ZC<8>BP = 0; and so P is torsion-free and divisible,

which contradicts the fact that P is cotorsion. Hence/is an epimorphism. But this

implies that K®RH/P = 0, and so H/P is torsion-free and divisible. But this also

contradicts the fact that P is cotorsion. Thus we must have that /nu#0.

(2)o(3). This equivalence has been proved in [8, Proposition 7.8].

(2)=>(4). Let g be a nonzero element of //. Then by assumption there exists a

nonzero element r in Hg n P. Thus r = kg, where k e H. Now K=rK=g(k(K))<=

g(K)^K. Hence K=g(K), and g is an epimorphism.

(4)=>(1). Let L be a nonzero, A-divisible submodule of K. Then by [8, Lemma

3.1] we have that L^K®R HomB (K, L). Therefore, HomB (K, L)J=0. Now

HomB (A", L)<^H, and every element of H is an epimorphism on K. Thus L = K,

and so K has no proper, «-divisible submodules.

Suppose that (4) holds and that «, k are elements of H such that hk = 0. Since

« and k are epimorphisms or zero, we must have that either « = 0 or A; = 0. Thus H

is an integral domain.

Definition. We will say that a local domain is closed, if it satisfies the conditions

of Theorem 4.5.

Examples of closed, local domains.

(1) A valuation ring is closed, since the submodules of K are linearly ordered.

(2) Let P be an analytically irreducible, Noetherian, local domain of Krull

dimension one. Then the completion of P in the maximal ideal topology is equal

to H (see [8, p. 49]). By definition, H is then an integral domain. Since the Krull

dimension of H is equal to the Krull dimension of R, which is one, the only

prime ideals of H are 0 and H M (where M is the maximal ideal of P). Hence by

Lemma 4.4 we have yni/0 for every nonzero ideal J of //. Thus P is a closed,

local domain.

Theorem 4.6. Let R be a closed, local domain. Then we have the following:

(1) IfQ is the quotient field of H, then Q^H®rQ and Q/H^K.

(2) /// is a nonzero ideal of R, then Q/HI^ Q/I and H/HI^R/I.

(3) H is complete in the H-topology.

(4) The categories of torsion R-modules and torsion H-modules are identical.
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(5) The categories of cotorsion R-modules and cotorsion H-modules are identical.

(6) If S is any H-module, then inj. dim.B S= inj. dim.H S, and w. dim.B S=

w. dim.;; S.

(7) gl. dim. P = gl. dim. H and w. gl. dim. P = w. gl. dim. //.

Proof. Let / be a nonzero ideal of H and I=J n P. By Theorem 4.5 we have

J=HI; and by [8, Proposition 5.10] we have H/J^R/I. By [8, Proposition 5.5] we

have Ext| (H/J, /7<g>Bg)ïExtB (R/I, H®RQ) = 0 for every n = 0. Thus H®RQ is

an injective //-module. Consider the exact sequence :

0^R^Q-+K->0.

If we tensor this sequence with H we obtain the exact sequence :

0-*H^H®RQ~>K->0

by [8, Proposition 5.5]. Since K is torsion as an P-module, it is a fortiori torsion

as an //-module. Thus H<g>BQ is the injective envelope of H, and so //(g> RQ = Q,

the quotient field of H. From this last exact sequence we clearly have Q/H^K.

Now/~//<E)B/by [8, Proposition 5.10] and [8, Proposition 7.8]. Thus we have

ß//7/= K®HHI^ K®H(H®RI) s K®RI^ Q/I.

It is clear from Theorem 4.5 that the R-topology and the //-topology on an

//-module are the same. In particular, H is complete in the //-topology.

It follows from [8, Proposition 5.5] that the categories of torsion P-modules and

torsion //-modules are the same. And it follows from [8, Proposition 5.7] that the

categories of cotorsion P-modules and cotorsion //-modules are the same.

If S is any //-module, then the injective dimension of S over P or over H is

determined by the vanishing of ExtB (T, S) or Ext& (T, S), respectively, where T

ranges over all torsion P-modules (which are the same as all torsion //-modules).

These two Ext modules are isomorphic by [8, Proposition 5.5]. Thus we have

inj. dim.B 5=inj. dim.^ 5". A similar argument shows that w. dim.B S=w. dim.B S.

The weak global dimension of an integral domain is completely determined by

its torsion modules. Thus by [2, Chapter VI, Proposition 4.1.2] we have

w. gl. dim. P = w. gl. dim. H. By [8, Proposition 3.5] we have that gl. dim. P =

sup inj. dim.B A, where A ranges over all torsion-free, cotorsion P-modules A.

A similar statement is true for H. Since these two categories are identical, and

since the injective dimensions of the modules in this category are the same whether

considered over P or over //, we have that gl. dim. P = gl. dim. H.

Definition. Almost maximal valuation rings and maximal valuation rings have

been defined in terms of the existence of solutions of systems of simultaneous con-

gruences. However, in view of [6, Theorem 4] and [6, Theorem 9] we may give the

following alternative definitions. A valuation ring P is called almost maximal if K
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is injective ; it is called maximal if it is both almost maximal and complete in the

P-topology.

Proposition 4.7. Let R be an integral domain and H its completion. Then R is

an almost maximal valuation ring if and only if H is a maximal valuation ring.

Proof. Suppose that H is a valuation ring. Then by [8, Proposition 5.10] the

ideals of P are linearly ordered. Hence P is a valuation ring. Thus we may assume

that R is a valuation ring. Then by [8, Proposition 8.8], H is a valuation ring. If

Q is the quotient field of H, then by Theorem 4.6, Q/H^K and inj. dim.B K=

inj. dim.H K. The proposition now follows from the definitions.

Proposition 4.8. Let Rbe a valuation ring and H its completion. Then R is almost

maximal if and only if there exists an injective R-module C such that H^ HomB (C, C).

Proof. If P is almost maximal, then K is injective and 7/^HomB (K, K). Con-

versely, suppose that there exists an injective P-module C such that H^ HomB (C, C).

Since H is «-reduced, C is a torsion P-module. Thus by Theorem 4.6, C is an in-

jective //-module and H^KomH (C, C). Let A be any //-module. Since H is a

valuation ring, we have w. gl. dim. 77=1, and so Torf (A, C) = 0. Thus using

[2, Chapter VI, Proposition 5.1] we have Ext?, (A, H)^Ext% (A, Horn« (C, C))^

HomH (Torf (A, C), C) = 0. Therefore, inj. dim.^ 77= 1, and so K is //-injective.

Hence by Theorem 4.6, K is P-injective, and P is an almost maximal valuation ring.

5. Decomposable torsion modules. The fundamental theorem of Abelian groups

shows that every finitely generated torsion module over a Dedekind ring is a direct

sum of cyclic modules. I. Kaplansky has extended this result to include almost

maximal valuation rings ([3, Theorem 14]). The present author has proved that if a

Noetherian integral domain has this property, then it must be a Dedekind ring

([6, Proposition 15]). The main purpose of this section is to generalize the above

result of Kaplansky and prove its converse (see Theorem 5.7). The story does not

end here, for it would be desirable to remove the assumption in Theorem 5.7 that

P is an «-local domain.

Proposition 5.1. Let R be an h-local Prüfer domain, and let A be a direct sum

of cyclic R-modules. Then any torsion and finitely generated R-submodule of A is

again a direct sum of cyclic R-modules.

Proof. Since P is a Prüfer domain, the torsion submodule of A is a direct sum-

mand of A. Thus we may assume that A is a direct sum of a finite number of cyclic

torsion P-modules. By Theorem 3.1 there are a finite number of maximal ideals
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Mu ..., Mn of P such that A =AMl®- ■ ■ ®AMn. Each AMi is a finite direct sum of

cyclic torsion RMl-modules. Let P be an P-submodule of A. Then B = BMl@- • ■

©PM„, and BMi<=AMl. By Lemma 2.1 the P-structure and the PM(-structure of

AMi and PMl are the same. Thus we may assume without loss of generality that P

is a local domain. But then P is a valuation ring, and the proposition is an immediate

consequence of [6, Proposition 14].

Proposition 5.2. Let R be an h-local Prüfer domain, and let B be a finitely

generated R-module. Let E(B) be the injective envelope of B. Then E(B) is a finite

direct sum of indecomposable injective R-modules.

Proof. Since P is a Prüfer domain, the torsion submodule of P is a direct Sum-

mand of P. Hence E(B) is the direct sum of the injective envelope of the torsion

submodule of P and of a finite number of copies of Q. Thus we may assume that

B is a torsion P-module. By Theorem 3.1 there are a finite number of maximal

ideals Mlt..., Mn of R such that B^BMl®- ■ -®BMri. If Mis a maximal ideal of P

and C an injective PM-module, then by [2, Chapter VI, Proposition 4.1.3] C is

also an injective P-module. Hence we may assume that P is a local ring. But then

P is a valuation ring, and so the proposition is an immediate consequence of

[6, Proposition 1].

Definition. Let P be an integral domain and A a nonempty subset of an P-

module. Then we will define 0(A) to be the annihilator of A; i.e., 0(A) =

{reR\ rA=0}.

Lemma 5.3. Let R be a valuation ring and B an R-module. Let y be a nonzero

element of B and r an element of R such that ry^O. Then rO(ry) = 0(y).

Proof. Since r $ O(y), we have 0(y)^Rr. Thus 0(y)=Jr, where Jis an ideal of

P. Let aeO(ry); then 0 = ary, and so areO(y). Therefore, aeJ and we have

0(ry)<=J. Conversely, let aeJ. Then ar e 0(y), and so a e 0(ry). Thus J<=0(ry),

and we ha\eJ=0(ry). Hence 0(y)=Jr = rO(ry).

Lemma 5.4. Let R be a valuation ring, and let E(K) be the injective envelope of K.

Then E(K) is an indecomposable injective R-module. Furthermore, if y e E(K), then

O(y) is a principal ideal of R.

Proof. Let S and T be nonzero submodules of E(K). Then Sn K^O and

T t~\ /C#0, since E(K) is an essential extension of K. Now the submodules of Kare

linearly ordered, and so we have that (S n K) n (T n K)¥=0. Therefore, S n P#0,

and so E(K) is an indecomposable, injective P-module.

Let y be a nonzero element of E(K). Take a nonzero element a in P which is not

a unit in P, and let v = (l/a) + R, a nonzero element of K. Then Ry n Pi;#0, and
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so there exist elements r, s in R such that ry = sv^0. Thus by Lemma 5.3 we have

0(y) = rO(ry) = rO(sv) = (r/s)0(v). Now 0(v) = Ra, and so 0(y) = R(ra/s) is a

principal ideal of P.

The following lemma has been proved by I. Kaplansky in [3, Theorem 14](1).

We give an independent proof that is based on the properties of indecomposable,

injective modules.

Lemma 5.5. Let Rbe a valuation ring. Then R is an almost maximal valuation ring

if and only if every finitely generated R-module is a direct sum of cyclic R-modules.

Proof. Assume that P is an almost maximal valuation ring, and let P be a finitely

generated P-module. By Proposition 5.2 the injective envelope E(B) is a finite

direct sum of indecomposable, injective P-modules. By [6, Theorem 4] every inde-

composable, injective P-module is of the form Q/I, where / is an ideal of P.

Now Q/I has the property that every finitely generated P-submodule is cyclic.

Thus P is a finitely generated P-submodule of a direct sum of cyclic P-modules.

Since P is a direct sum of its torsion submodule and a free P-module, we can

assume without loss of generality that Pisa torsion P-module. It then follows from

Proposition 5.1 that P itself is a direct sum of cyclic P-modules.

Conversely assume that every finitely generated P-module is a direct sum of

cyclic P-modules. By our definitions, to prove that P is an almost maximal

valuation ring it is sufficient to prove that E(K) = K, where E(K) is the injective

envelope of K. Suppose that E(K)^K, and take j e E(K) — K. Then by Lemma 5.4,

0(y) is a principal ideal of P, say 0(y) = Rb, where b is a nonzero element of P

and b is not a unit of P. Let x = (l/b) + R; then x is an element of K^E(K) and

0(x) = Rb = 0(y).

By hypothesis, Rx + Ry is a direct sum of cyclic P-modules. Since E(K) is an

indecomposable, injective P-module by Lemma 5.4, Rx + Ry must actually be a

cyclic P-module. Hence there exists an element z e E(K) such that Rx + Ry = Rz.

Thus there exist nonzero elements r, s in P such that x = rz and y = sz. If r divides

s, then there exists an element de R such that s = rd. Then we have y = sz=drz = dx,

and so y is an element of K, which is a contradiction. Therefore, s divides r, and so

there exists an element aeR such that r = as. Hence we have x = rz = asz = ay.

By Lemma 3 we then have O(y) = aO(ay) = aO(x). Since O(y) = Rb= 0(x), it follows

that Rb = Rab. Hence Ra = R, and so a is a unit in P. Therefore, y = a'1ay = a~1x

is an element of K. This contradiction shows that E(K) = K, and so P is an almost

maximal valuation ring.

Lemma 5.6. Let Rbe a local domain. If every finitely generated, torsion R-module

is a direct sum of cyclic R-modules, then R is an almost maximal valuation ring.

i1) Also see Theorem 11.1 of Kaplansky's paper Elementary divisors and modules, Trans.

Amer. Math. Soc. 66 (1949), 464-491.
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Proof. Let a, b be nonzero elements of P. Suppose that a^Rb and b $ Ra. We

will show that this yields a contradiction, which will therefore prove that P is a

valuation ring. The lemma will then follow from Lemma 5.5.

Let x=(l/a) + P and y = (l/b) + R, so that x and y are nonzero elements of K.

Let A = Rx + Ry; then A is a finitely generated torsion P-module. Hence by

assumption we have A = A1®-- -®An, where each Ai is a cyclic torsion P-module.

For each i= 1,..., n let p¡: A -> A be defined to be the projection on At with

kernel A©- • ■®Ai-1®Ai + 1®---®An.

Now Ai =Pi(A) =/>i(Px) +Pi(Ry). But A¡ is a local P-module, and so we must

have either At=Pi(Rx) or At=Pi(Ry). We can assume that At=Pi(Rx) for i-¿k

and that ^¡ = p¡(P.y) for i^k+l. Let Pi=^i©- • -®Ak, and P2 = ^fc + 1©- • -©^„,

so that A=B1©B2. Since op¡(x)=/?¡(ax)=/>¡(0) = 0, we have/?¡(x)<=Px for all i^n.

Therefore B^Rx. Similarly we have B2<=Ry.

Since A = B1@B2, there exist zxeBx and z2eB2 such that x=Z! + z2. Since

Bx<^Rx and B2<=Ry, there exist elements r, í in P such that Zj = rx and z2 = jj.

Hence we have (l/a) + R=[(r/a) + R] + [(s/b) + R] = [(r/a) + (s/b)] + R. Thus there

exists an element c in P such that l/a = (rb + sa)/ab + c. Hence b = rb + sa + cab,

and so (1 — r)b = (s + cb)a. If r is not a unit in P, then 1 — r is a unit in P, and we

would have b e Ra by the preceding equation. This is a contradiction to our

assumptions, and so r must be a unit in P. Therefore, x = r~1rx = r~1z1 ePx. It

follows that Bx = Px. Similarly we have P2 = Ry.

Thus we have A = B1@B2 = Rx@Ry, and so PxnPy = 0. Let u=l/a and

i;=l/¿>; then Rx = Ru/R and Ry = Rv/R. Hence 0 = Ru/R n Rv/R = (Ru n Pd)/P,

and so Pm n Rv = R. Now we have (Ra + Rb)~1 = Ru n Pu. Thus we have shown

that if a, è are elements of P such that a$ Rb and è £ Pa, then (Ra + Rb)~1 = R.

Let r be a nonzero element of P and let î/= èr and e = at. If de Re, then b e Ra,

and so we have d $ Re. Similarly we have e $ Rd. Hence by what we have shown

above we have (Rd+Re)'i = R. Let D = Ru + Rv, and s = abt. Then sD = Rd+Re,

and so (sD)~1 = R. But (sD)-1 = (l/s)D~1, and so we have D~1=sR.

If we take r=l, then s = ab, and we have D~1 = abR. If we take t = a, then

s = a2b, and we have D~1 = a2bR. Thus we have abR = a2bR, which implies that

R = Ra. Therefore, a is a unit in P, and so b e Ra. This contradiction shows that if

a and b are nonzero elements of P, then either a e Rb, or be Ra. This shows that

P is a valuation ring, and hence by Lemma 5.5 an almost maximal valuation ring.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

The following theorem generalizes and proves the converse of [3, Theorem 14].

Theorem 5.7. Let R be an h-local domain. Then the following statements are

equivalent:

(1) P is a Prüfer domain and K is injective.

(2) RM is an almost maximal valuation ring for every maximal ideal M of P.

(3) Every finitely generated torsion R-module is a direct sum of cyclic R-modules.
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Proof. (1)=>(2). Since P is a Prüfer ring, RM is a valuation ring for every maxi-

mal ideal M of P. By Theorem 3.3 we have 0 = inj. dim.B K=s\ipM inj. dim.Bjli KM.

Thus Ku is PM-injective, and so Ru is a maximal valuation ring for every maximal

ideal M of P.

(2)=>(3). Let Pbe a finitely generated, torsion P-module. Then by Theorem 3.1

there exists a finite number of maximal ideals Mu..., Mn of P such that P^

Pm,©- • -®TMn- By Lemma 2.1 the P-structure and the PM(-structure of TMi are

the same, and so without loss of generality we may assume that P is a local ring.

Then by assumption P is an almost maximal valuation ring. But then by Lemma

5.5, T is a direct sum of cyclic P-modules.

(3)=>(1). Let M be a maximal ideal of R, and let Pbe a finitely generated, torsion

PM-module. Then by Lemma 2.1, T is a finitely generated, torsion P-module.

Hence by assumption T is a direct sum of cyclic P-modules. But by Lemma 2.1

again, T is a direct sum of cyclic PM-modules. Thus Lemma 5.6 applies to RM,

and RM is an almost maximal valuation ring. Since this is true for all maximal ideals

M of R, Ris a Prüfer domain; and by Theorem 3.3 we have

inj. dim. K = sup inj. dim. KM = 0.
R M RM

6. Decomposable torsion-free modules. There is very little that is known about

the theory of torsion-free modules over an integral domain. A beginning step in

the program is to attempt to find out when a torsion-free module of finite rank is

indecomposable. I. Kaplansky has proved that over a maximal valuation ring

every torsion-free module of countable rank is a direct sum of modules of rank

one ([3, Theorem 12]). This section is concerned with determining the class of all

integral domains that have the property that every torsion-free module of finite

rank is a direct sum of modules of rank one. In the course of this investigation we

exhibit a number of different ways of constructing indecomposable torsion-free

modules of rank two for various kinds of integral domains. This considerably

sharpens the results in [7, Proposition 7 and Corollary].

Most of this section is devoted to proving the following theorem:

Theorem 6.1. Let R be an integral domain. Then the following statements are

equivalent :

(1) Every torsion-free R-module of finite rank is a direct sum of R-modules of

rank one.

(2) P is an h-local domain with at most two maximal ideals Mu M2 and RMl,

PMa are maximal valuation rings.

Definition. We will say that an integral domain has property D, if it satisfies

condition (1) of Theorem 6.1.
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Lemma 6.2. Let R be an integral domain with property D, and let S be a subring

of Q containing R. Then S also has property D.

Proof. Let A be a torsion-free S-module. Suppose that we have A=A1@A2,

where Au A2 are P-submodules of A. Let j be a nonzero element of S, and x

a nonzero element of Ax. Then sx=yx +y2, where y¡ e A¡ for i= 1, 2. Now there

exist elements a and b in P such that ¿>#0 and s — a/b. Then ax = bsx = by1 + by2.

But axeAu and so by2 = 0. Hence ^2 = 0, and so sx=yxs Ax. Therefore,

Ax is an ¿»-module. Similarly A2 is an S-module. Thus if P has property D, so

has S.

Lemma 6.3. Let R be an integral domain, complete in the R-topology; and let J

be a nonzero ideal of R. Then K0BJ has no proper, h-divisible R-submodules.

Proof. We have K<g>RJ^. Q/J. Let B be a proper P-submodule of Q con-

taining J. Since P is complete in the P-topology, R is cotorsion as an P-module.

Therefore J is also a cotorsion P-module, and we have ExtB (ß, /) = 0. Since

P is a proper P-submodule of Q, we have HomB (Q, B)=0. Thus we have an

exact sequence:

0 = HomB (Q, B) -» HomB (Q, B/J) -> ExtB (Q, J) = 0,

where the end P-modules are zero. Thus HomB (Q, B/J)=0, and so B/J is «-

reduced. Therefore, 7C®B/ has no proper, «-divisible P-submodules.

Lemma 6.4. Let R be an integral domain, complete in the R-topology; and let I

and J be nonzero ideals of R. Consider an exact sequence:

0—>I^A-^J—*0,

where A is an R-module. Then if A is decomposable, the sequence splits.

Proof. Assume that A has nonzero P-submodules A^ and A2 such that A =

Ai®A2. Suppose the sequence does not split. Let p¡ be the restriction of p to A¡

for i'=l, 2. Now px is a monomorphism. For suppose that Ker/^O. Since Ax

and / are torsion-free P-modules of rank one, this means that /h=0. Hence we

have: Kerp + A2 = A. If A2 n Ker/?/0, then since A2 and / are torsion-free P-

modules of rank one, we have A2^Kerp. This is clearly a contradiction, and so

we have A2 n Ker/> = 0. Therefore, A = Kerp®A2; but this means the exact

sequence splits, which contradicts our assumption. Thus we have Ker/»1=0,

and so px is a monomorphism. Similarly p2 is a monomorphism.
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Let Ji=Pi(A1) and J2=p2(A2), so that J=J1+J2. Define /: A -> JX@J2 by

f(x1 + x2) = (p1(x1), p2(x2)), where x¡ 6 At for /= 1, 2. Since p¡ is an isomorphism

of Ai onto /¡ for z'= 1, 2, it follows that/is an isomorphism. Define

A:/i r\J2^J1®J2

by A(y) = (y, -y) for yeJxn J2; and define y. Jx®J2^Jbv y((yu y2))=y1+y2,

where yt e /¡ for i= 1, 2. We have that A is a monomorphism, y is an epimorphism

and Ker y = Im A. Since yf=p, fi maps / into Im A. Thus we can define a map

g:I^-Jx n /2 by g=A-1//. Then Ag=//, and g is an isomorphism. Then we have a

commutative diagram with exact rows :

0—►     I     -^    A    -Í-+J—*0

y y y
0 —> /j n J2 -^-> 7!©72 -U./—> 0

and the vertical maps are isomorphisms. Since the top row does not split, the

bottom row does not split either.

Now we have an isomorphism p.: K®R(J1®J2) -*■ (K®rJi)®(K®bJ2) defined

by p,(k®(xu x2)) = (k®xu k®x2), where keK and x¡e/¡ for i=l,2. Define

i : K®R(S n J2) -> (/s:<g>B/i)©(A:<g>B./2) by £=/¿(l ®A) and define

v: (k®^)®^®^) -> a:®«/

by 7j = (l®y)/x_1. Then we have a commutative diagram with exact rows:

1®A 1®V

0 —> K®R(JX n /2) —*      ^®B(/i©/2)     —> K®RJ —> 0

y y y

0 —> K®^ n 72) -i-> (/s:<2>B/i)©(/s:(8)B/2) -^ tf®*/—> 0.

Henee -K®B/=i7(AT®B/1) + i7(.K®B./2). By Lemma 6.3, K®RJ has no proper

/¡-divisible P-submodules, and thus we can assume that r¡(K®RJ1) = K®RJ.

Therefore, (K®RJ1)@(K®RJ2) = Im f+(tf<g)s./i). Now every element of

K®r(Ji n J2)

is of the form k®x, where keK and xeJx nj2. We have £(k®x) = (k®x, — &®x),

and thus if £(k®x) e K®RJU then there exist elements kxe K and x1 e Jx such that

(k®x, —k®x) = (k1®x1, 0). Hence k®x=0, and so we have Im £ n (A'®B/1)=0.

Thus the bottom row of the above commutative diagram splits. It follows that the
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top row of the above diagram splits. Therefore the following sequence is exact

and splits:

0-> HomB (K, K®(Jx n J2)) ^V Horn« (K, K®^®^))

(l®v),

-^* Horn, (K, ÄW)-> 0.

Now by [8, Corollary 3.3] we have a commutative diagram:

0 -» Jx n J2 -^ Ji®J2        —r—> J        -> 0

I y y
0 -> HomB (TsT, J&gM n /2)) ̂ ^> Horn, (Ä, K®(Ji@J,d)

^> Horn« (Ä, Ts:®/) -> 0,

where the bottom row is exact and splits. Since JY n J2, Ji©J2, and / are all

torsion-free, cotorsion P-modules, we have by [8, Proposition 3.2] that the vertical

maps of this last diagram are isomorphisms. Thus the top row of this last diagram

splits, which contradicts the fact that we have proved that it does not split. The

only way out of this dilemma is that the exact sequence provided by the lemma

must have been split to begin with. This concludes the proof of Lemma 6.4.

Proposition 6.5. Let R be an integral domain, complete in the R-topology. If R

has property D, then R is a maximal valuation ring.

Proof. Let I and J be nonzero ideals of R and consider an exact sequence of the

form:

0->/^^^/-^0,

where A is an P-module. By property D, A is a direct sum of two P-modules of

rank one. Then by Lemma 6.4, this exact sequence splits. This means that

ExtB (/, /) = 0. Since we have ExtB (R/J, I) s ExtB (/, /), it follows that Exti (R/J, I)

= 0. Therefore, inj. dim.B 1=1. From the exact sequence:

we can then conclude that K®RI is an injective P-module. By Lemma 6.3,

/^®B/= Q/I is an indecomposable injective P-module.

Let a and b be nonzero elements of P. Let 7= Ra n Rb, Lx = Ra, and L2 = Rb.

Then LJI^Q/Ifor i=\, 2; and we have (LJI) n (L2/I)=0. Since g/7is an inde-

composable, injective P-module, either LJI=0 or L2/I=0. Hence either asRb

or b s Ra. Therefore, P is a valuation ring. Since we have shown that K^ Q/R
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is an injective P-module, P is an almost maximal valuation ring. But P is complete

in the P-topology, and so P is a maximal valuation ring.

Lemma 6.6. Let Rbe a local domain and consider an exact sequence of the form:

0 —>R-^A^->Q~^0.

Then if A is a decomposable R-module, the exact sequence splits.

Proof. Suppose that A = AX®A2, where Au A2 are nonzero P-submodules of

A. If we tensor the exact sequence with K we obtain the isomorphisms:

K?K®RR^K®RA^(K®RA1)@(K®RA2). But by Corollary 4.2, K is an inde-

composable P-module. Therefore we can assume that K®RA2=0, Since A2 is

torsion-free of rank one, we must then have that A2 s Q-

If A2nKer/?#0, then we must have A2<=^Kerp = Im i^R. But since R is

n-reduced, this can not happen, and so A2 n Ker p = 0. Since Q has no proper

divisible P-submodules, we have p(A2)=Q. Therefore, A = A2 + Kerp, and so

A = A2@Ker p. Thus the exact sequence splits.

Corollary 6.7. Let R be a local domain with property D. Then R is a maximal

valution ring.

Proof. Consider an exact sequence of the form :

0-^R-^A^Q-^O.

By property D, A is decomposable, and so by Lemma 6.6 the exact sequence splits.

Therefore, we have ExtB (Q, R) = 0; and so by [8, Proposition 5.2], P is complete

in the P-topology. Hence by Proposition 6.5, P is a maximal valuation ring.

Lemma 6.8. Let R be an integral domain with exactly two maximal ideals. Then

if R has property D, it is an h-local domain.

Proof. Let Mu M2 be the maximal ideals of R and let S=RMl +PM2<= Q. Since

PMl n Rm2 = P, we have an exact sequence :

0^P->PMl©PM2^S-^0.

By Lemma 6.2, RMl has property D. Since RMl is a local ring, we can conclude

from Corollary 6.7 that RMl is a maximal valuation ring, and hence is a cotorsion

PMl-module. Since we have ExtB (ß, PMl)^ExtBjíi (Q, RMl) by [2, Chapter VI,

Proposition 4.1.3], it follows that RMl is a cotorsion P-module. Similarly PMa is a
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cotorsion P-module, and thus so is RMi@Rm2- Therefore, since S is torsion-free,

we have an imbedding: R<=H<^RMi®RM2 by [8, Proposition 2.8], where H is the

completion of P in the P-topology. If P were complete, then it would be a local

domain by Proposition 6.5. Hence P is not complete, and so P#77. Thus H/R is

not zero; by [8, Proposition 5.2] it is torsion-free and divisible. Since H/RcS, and

since S is torsion-free of rank one, we have H/R = S. Therefore, H=RMl@RM2.

Since RMi = H(Mt) for i= 1, 2, it follows from [8, Theorem 8.5] that P is an «-local

domain.

Proposition 6.9. Let R be an h-local domain with more than two maximal ideals.

Then R has an indecomposable, torsion-free R-module of rank two.

Proof. Let Mu M2, M3 be three distinct maximal ideals of P. Let V be a two

dimensional vector space over ß with basis u and v. Choose an element b s M3

such that b$ My and b £ M2. Let z=(l/b)u + v s Q. We define three P-submodules

Ci, C2, and C3 of Fas follows. Let C1 = Qu@RMlv; C2 = RM2u®Qv; and C3 =

Rm3u®Rm3z- We let C=Cx n C2 n C3; we will show that C is an indecomposable,

torsion-free P-module of rank two.

(1) We have u, zeC; and (RMz n RM3)u^C. Clearly (RM2 n RM¡¡)w^C, and

so ueC. Certainly z e Cx and z e C3. Since ¿> £ A72, we have l/¿> e PM|2 ; and so

z e C2. Therefore z is in the intersection of the Q's, which is C.

(2) We have d = CMl. Since (PM2 n PM><= C, we have RMl(RM2 <"> Pi^)"^ CMl.

But RMi(Rm2 n ^m3)=Ô> since P is an «-local domain. Therefore, Qu<=CMi. In

particular, (l/b)ueCMl. Now zeC<=CMl, and so v = z-(l/b)u s CMl. Thus

Ci = ßw©PMl pe CMl. But C<= Cu and so CMl c (d)Ml = Q. Thus we have C, = CMl.

(3) We have C2 = CMa. Since «eC, we have Rm2u^CM2. Hence (l/b)ue CMz.

Thus v = z — (l/b)u e CM2. Now (PM3 n^Mi)focC. For let aePM3; then aèî; =

— au+abze C3, and so RMabv<=C3. Since ßycC2, and PMli7cd, it follows that

(RM3 n /¡Ä1)iicc. Therefore, PM2(PM3 n PMl)è^CM2. But we have

Rm2(Rm3 n PMl)¿> = Qb= Q,

since P is «-local. Hence ß^cCM2, and so C2 = RM2u@Qv<=^CM2. Since CcC2, we

have CM2 c (C2)M2 = Ca. Thus C2 = CM2.

(4) We have C3 = CM3. Since w, z are in C, we have C3 = PM3h©PM3z<=CM3. On

the other hand, since C<=C3, we have CM3<=(C3)M3 = C3. Thus C3 = CM3.

Now C is a torsion-free P-module of rank two, since it contains u and z. Suppose

that Cis decomposable. We then have C= Di®D2, where Du D2 are P-submodules

of C of rank one.

(5) We can assume that (D1)Ml = Qu and (D2)M2 = Qv. For we have C2 = CMl =

(-DlVíSÍAí)«!- If both (Dj)Ml and (D2)Ml are reduced, then Cx is reduced. But
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Qu<= cu and so Cx is not reduced. Thus we can assume that (Pi)Ml is not reduced.

Therefore, (D1)Ml is isomorphic to Q. Since Qu is the divisible submodule of Ci,

we have (Z>i)Ml c Qu- But then we must have (Dx)Ml = Qu, since both modules have

rank one. A similar argument for C2 shows that we must have either (D1)M2 = Qv,

or (D2)M2 = Qv. Since (D1)Ml = Qu, and Dx has rank one, we can not have

(Di)Mz = Qv. Thus (D2)M2 = Qv.

It follows from (5) that we have Dx<=Qu and D2<^Qv. Let E1 = (D1)Ma and

E2 = (D2)M3. Then Ex-=Qu, E2^Qv, and C3 = CMz=Ex®E2. Now C3 is a free

Pm3-module of rank two, and so Ex is a free PM3-module with generator xx, and

E2 is a free PMa-module with generator x2.

There exists elements qx, q2 in Q such that xx=qxu and x2=q2v. Since ze C3,

there exist elements dx, d2 in RMa such that (l/è)w + v=z= í^Xí + J2x2 = dxqxu + d2q2v.

Thus we have 1 =d2q2. Since q2v = x2 e C3, there exist elements ax, a2 in PMo such

that q2v = axu + a2z = (ax + a2/b)u + a2v. Thus we have ax + a2/b = 0 and a2 = q2.

Combining these results we have 0 = bd2(ax + a2/b) = bd2ax + d2a2 = bd2ax + l.

Hence l/b= -d2axe RMs. But b e M3, and so 1 = (l/¿?)¿> e RMsM3. But this is

contrary to the fact that RMßM3 is a proper ideal of PM3. This contradiction proves

that C is an indecomposable, torsion-free P-module of rank two.

Lemma 6.10. Let R be an h-local domain with exactly two maximal ideals Mx and

M2. If PMl and RMz are maximal valuation rings, then R has property D.

Proof. Assume that PMl, PM¡¡ are maximal valuation rings. Let A be a torsion-

free P-module of rank one. Then we have inj. dim.Blf ^4M|=1 f°r i°l, 2 by [6,

Theorem 4]. Hence by Theorem 3.3 we have that inj. dim.B A = 1. There are only

three possibilities for A ; either A = Q, or A is isomorphic to an ideal of P, or /Í is

a cotorsion P-module. For suppose that A is not isomorphic to Q, or to an ideal

of P. We may clearly assume that A <=■ Q. If ,4Ml = 2 and AM2 = Q, then A =

AMl n ^4Ma = Q, contrary to our assumption. Thus we can assume that AM2 # Q.

Then there exists a nonzero element reR such that rAM2<=RM2, and so AMa is

isomorphic to an ideal of RM2. If we have AMl / g also, then there exists a nonzero

element se R such that i/4Ml<= /?Mi. But then we would haversA<=■ rAM2 n s^Ml<=

Pm2 ^ Paí! =P, and so A would be isomorphic to an ideal of P. This contradiction

shows that AMi = Q. Hence we have A = AMl n AM2 = Q n AU2=AM2. Therefore

A is isomorphic to an ideal of PMa, and so is a cotorsion PMa-module. But then by

[2, Chapter VI, Proposition 4.1.3] A is also a cotorsion P-module.

In the course of the above proof we have seen that A is a cotorsion P-module

if and only if A =£ Q and either A = AMl or A = AM2.

Let C be a torsion-free P-module of rank n < oo. We will prove that C is a direct

sum of n P-modules of rank one by induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial, and so
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we assume that the assertion is true for torsion-free P-modules of rank < «, and

that « > 1. We can then clearly assume that C is reduced.

Suppose that C contains a nonzero, pure, cotorsion P-submodule D of rank

<n. Then C/D is a torsion-free P-module of rank <n, and we have an exact

sequence :

ExtB (Q®BC/D, D) -> ExtB (C/D, D) -> Exil (K®BC/D, D).

The first term of this sequence is zero, since D is a cotorsion P-module; and the

last term is zero, since inj. dim.B D=l. Therefore, ExtB (C/D, D) = 0; and so

C~D@C/D. By the induction hypothesis both D and C/D are direct sums of

torsion-free P-modules of rank one. Hence C is also such a direct sum. Thus we

can assume that C does not contain any nonzero, pure, cotorsion P-submodules

of rank <«.

Let P be a pure P-submodule of C of rank « — 1, and let A = C/B. Then A is a

torsion-free P-module of rank one, and we have an exact sequence:

(*) O^P^C^^^O.

Case I. A s ß.

Let V=Q®RC; then V is the injective envelope of C. We can assume that

CMl and df2 are contained in V. Since RMl is a maximal valuation ring we have

ExtBMi (Q, PMl) = 0. Thus if we tensor exact sequence (*) with PMl it splits, and we

obtain CMl =BMl@Qx, where Qx is an P-submodule of F that is isomorphic to Q.

Let E= Qx n C. Since V is the injective envelope of C, we have that E is a

nonzero P-submodule of C, and thus E has rank one. Now Pisa pure submodule of

C. For if x is an element of C and r an element of P such that rx is a nonzero

element of E, then rx e Qu and so x e Qx n C=E. Thus C/P is a torsion-free

P-module. Hence CMJEMl ^(C/E)Ml is a torsion-free PMl-module. SincePMlc ßi,

we have CMJEMl^BMl©QJEMl. If PMl^ßi, then ßi/PMl is a nonzero torsion

PMl-module, contrary to the fact that CMJEMl is torsion-free. Thus we have

EMl = ßi- Now we also have EM2 e ßlt and so E= EMl n PM2 = ßj n P^ =PM2.

We can not have P= Qu since P<= C and C is reduced. Thus by our earlier remarks,

E is a pure cotorsion P-submodule of C of rank one. This contradicts our assump-

tion that C has no such submodules, and so in the presence of this condition

Case I can not arise.

Case II. A is isomorphic to an ideal 7 of P.

WehaveExtB (/, B) = Ext% (R/I, B). But inj. dim.B P=l, and so Extg (R/I, P) = 0.

Therefore, ExtB (/, P) = 0, and so exact sequence (*) splits. Thus we have C — B®I,

and by the induction hypothesis C is a direct sum of P-modules of rank one.

If HomB (C, P) 5¿ 0, then there exists an exact sequence of the form (*) with A

isomorphic to a nonzero ideal 7 of P. Thus by Case II we can assume without

loss of generality that HomB (C, P) = 0.
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Case III. A is a cotorsion P-module.

By our earlier remarks we can assume that A = AM2 and A%Q. Now by the

induction hypothesis we have B=BX® ■ -®Bn-x, where each P¡ is an P-submodule

of P of rank one. Since Bx is pure in P and B is pure in C, it follows that Bx is

pure in C. By our assumptions Bx is not a cotorsion P-module, and Bx % Q.

Therefore, Bx is isomorphic to an ideal of P. Hence HomB (Bx, P)^0. Since

HomB(P1; P)cHomB(P, P), we have that HomB(P, P)^0. Thus HomB (P, P)

is a nonzero, torsion-free P-module. Now we have an exact sequence:

0 = Horn« (C, P) -> HomB (P, P) -^ ExtB (^, P).

Therefore, ExtB (A, R) is not a torsion P-module.

Since P is an n-local domain, we have RMi + Rm2 = Q- Of course R=RMl n RM2,

and thus we have an exact sequence:

0-^P^PMl©PM2-^ß^0.

Now

HomB (A, RMl) = HomB (AM2, RMl) = 0

by [8, Lemma 8.3]. Since Homs (A, P)cHomB (A, PMl), we have HomB (A, P) = 0

also. Thus from the last exact sequence we obtain an exact sequence :

0 -* HomB (A, RM2) -* HomB (A, Q) -> ExtB (A, R) -*■ ExtB (A, RMi®Rm2)-

Since rank A = l, we have HomB (A, Q)=Q. Now RMi®Rm2 is a cotorsion P-

module and has injective dimension one over P. Thus ExtB C4, PMl©PM¡J) = 0.

Hence the last exact sequence reduces to the following exact sequence:

0 -► HomB (A, RM2) -> Q -> ExtB (A, R) -* 0.

Since A =AM2 is isomorphic to an ideal of PM2, we have that HomB (A, RM2) is not

zero. Therefore, the above exact sequence shows that ExtB (A, R) is a torsion P-

module. But we have shown that ExtB (A, R) contains a nonzero, torsion-free

P-module. This contradiction shows that Case III can not arise.

Having now considered all possible cases, we have completed the proof of the

lemma.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Assume that P has property D. If P has only one maxi-

mal ideal, then P is a maximal valuation ring by Corollary 6.7. Hence we may

assume that P has more than one maximal ideal. Let Mx, M2 be two different

maximal ideals of P, and let S be the complement in P of Mx u M2. Then Rs

has only two maximal ideals ; and by Lemma 6.2 Rs has property D. Thus by Lemma

6.8, Ps is an n-local domain. This proves that every nonzero prime ideal of P is

contained in only one maximal ideal of P. Suppose that P has still a third maximal
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ideal M3. Let Pbe the complement of Mx u M2 u M3 in P. Then by what we have

just proved RT is an «-local domain with only three maximal ideals. P T has property

D by Lemma 6.2. But this contradicts Proposition 6.9. Thus P is an «-local domain

with only two maximal ideals Mlt M2 and PMl, PM2 are maximal valuation rings.

Conversely, if P is a maximal valuation ring then Kaplansky has proved a

stronger result than property D (see [3, Theorem 12] or [6, Theorem 9]). If P is an

«-local domain with exactly two maximal ideals Mu M2 and RMl and RM2, are

maximal valuation rings, then P has property D by Lemma 6.10.

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.

Remarks. It is an open question whether or not there can exist an integral

domain with two maximal ideals Mx, M2 such that RMl, RM2 are maximal valuation

rings. Kaplansky has proved in [3, Theorem 12] that if P is a maximal valuation

ring, then every torsion-free P-module of countable rank is a direct sum of P-

modules of rank one. It is a reasonable conjecture that the converse of this is true ;

namely, if an integral domain has this property, then it must be a maximal valua-

tion ring.

It is of some interest to find as many kinds of integral domains as possible for

which the possession of property D will imply that the domain is a maximal

valuation ring. The next proposition and its corollary will provide a partial answer

to this question.

An immediate corollary of a result that Kaplansky has proved in [4] is that if R

is a Noetherian domain with property D, then P is a complete, discrete, valuation

ring. A trivial modification of his proof will prove the next proposition. We will

give the full proof of the proposition for, a priori, it is not clear which portion of

Kaplansky's proof we will be using.

Definition. We say that an integral domain is powerful, if ß is a countably

generated P-module. P is locally powerful, if PM is powerful for every maximal

ideal M of P.

Proposition 6.11. Let R be a locally powerful integral domain. Then R has

property D if and only if it is a maximal valuation ring.

Proof. Assume that R has property D. Suppose that P is not a maximal valuation

ring. Then by Theorem 6.1, P is an «-local domain with exactly two maximal ideals

Mlt M2 and PMl, PM¡¡ are maximal valuation rings. By assumption KMl is a

countably generated PMl-module. Since KMl is a torsion PMl-module, it follows

from Lemma 2.1 that a set of RMl generators of 7vMl is also a set of P generators

of KMl. Thus KMi is a countably generated P-module. Similarly 7vM2 is a countably

generated P-module. Since K= KMl©KM2, K is also a countably generated P-

module. Therefore, ß is a countably generated P-module. Thus there exist sequences

{an} and {bn} of elements of P such that {1 jan] generates ß over Randan + 1 = bn + 1an.
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Now P has infinitely many units. For if we take p to be an element in Mx that

is not in M2, and q to be an element in M2 that is not in Mx, then p+ql is a unit

for each positive integer i, and these units are all distinct. Thus there exists a unit

u e R such that u =£ ± 1.

Since P is an /¡-local domain and PMl, PMs are complete in the P-topology, we

have H=RMl@RM¡¡, where His the completion of P. Thus h = (u,u~x) is an element

of H. Now the P-topology on P is given by the submodules Ran. Therefore, we

can find a Cauchy sequence {dn} of elements of R such that dn converges to n in

//, and such that dn — dn + xe Ran.

Let V be a two dimensional vector space over Q with basis x and y, and define a

sequence of elements {wn} of V by setting wn = x + dny. Let A be the P-submodule

of V generated by the elements y, w0, (l/ai)w1, ..., (l/an)wn,.... Then Ais a torsion-

free P-module of rank two. Since P has property D, N is decomposable ; and thus

there exists an idempotent endomorphism <p of A such that <p(N) is of rank one.

Modifying <p by a scalar, we may assume that <p(x) and <p(y) are linear combinations

of x and y with coefficients in P; say <p(x) = rxx + r2y and <p(y) = r3x + riy, with the

elements r¡ in P. The matrix of <p has determinant 0 and trace /0; i.e.,

(1) rxr± = /y3,    and   rx + r± ^ 0.

Since wn = x+dny is divisible by an in A, so is

(2) <p(x + dny)-(rx + dnr3)(x + dny) = [(r2 + dnri)-dn(rx + dnr3)]y.

A computation will show (exactly as in [4]) that Qy n N=Ry; and thus we have

(>'2 + dnri) — dn(rx + dnr3) = 0 (mod Pa„). Passing to the limit in // we obtain:

(3) (r2 + hri)-h(rx + hr3) = 0.

Since h = (u, u'1), equation (3) holds with h replaced by either u or w1.

If rx=0, then r4#0 and either r2 = 0 or r3 = 0. From this we deduce that u=u~1,

so that u2=l, which is a contradiction. Hence rx^=0. We then have by (1):

(4) r2 + hr± = (r2/rx)(rx + hr3).

Comparing (3) and (4) we find that both u and u'1 are equal to r2/rx or —r3/rx.

Since «#m-1, it must be the case that one is r2/rx and the other —r3/rx. But then

r2rz = —i\, whence rx + ri = 0, contradicting (1).

Thus we have that P has only a single maximal ideal, and so is a maximal valua-

tion ring. Of course if P is a maximal valuation ring, then P has property D by

Theorem 6.1.

Corollary 6.12. Let R be an integral domain with the descending chain con-

dition on prime ideals. Then R has property D if and only if R is a maximal valuation

ring.
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Proof. Assume that R has property D. Let M be a maximal ideal of P. Then by

Lemma 6.2, RM also has property D, and is a local ring. Therefore by Theorem

6.1, RM is a maximal valuation ring. Hence the prime ideals of PM are linearly

ordered. Since the prime ideals of PM are in one to one, order preserving, corre-

spondence with the prime ideals of P that are contained in M, RM also has the

descending chain condition on prime ideals. Thus PM has only finitely many

prime ideals. Let P be the minimal, nonzero prime ideal of P, and let j be a non-

zero element of P. Let S be the multiplicatively closed subset of RM consisting of

the powers of s. Then every prime ideal of PM meets S, and hence (RM)s has no

nonzero prime ideals. Therefore, (RM)s is a field, and so (RM)s=Q, the quotient

field of RM. Thus the quotient field of RM is a countably generated PM-module.

We have thus proved that P is a locally powerful domain. It then follows from

Proposition 6.11 that P is a maximal valuation ring. The converse follows from

Theorem 6.1.

Corollary 6.13. Let R be a Noetherian domain. Then R can not have two

distinct rank one prime ideals P1; P2 such that RPl, RPz are complete, discrete,

valuation rings.

Proof. Suppose that P has two such prime ideals Px and P2. Let S be the comple-

ment in P of Pj u P2. Then Rs has the same property as P. Hence we may assume

that P has Krull dimension one, and two maximal ideals Px and P2 such that

RPl, Rp2 are complete discrete valuation rings. Then P is an «-local domain, and

so by Theorem 6.1, R has property D. But P is locally powerful, and thus we have

a contradiction by Proposition 6.11. This proves the corollary.

Remarks. It is an open question whether a Noetherian domain can have even

one rank one prime ideal P such that RP is a complete, discrete, valuation ring

without already being a complete, discrete, valuation ring.

7. Indecomposable «-divisible modules. Throughout this section, unless other-

wise specified, P will be a local, Noetherian domain of Krull dimension one.

We will let M denote the maximal ideal of P, and E the injective envelope

of R/M. If A is an P-module, we will denote the dual HomB (A, E) of A by

A*. We have a canonical imbedding of A into A**, and thus A* = 0 if and only

if ¿1 = 0.

Let P be the completion of P in the Af-adic topology on P. Then R = H, the

completion of P in the P-topology. If/is a nonzero ideal of P and /its completion

in P, then /=P(g)B/ and we have R./Î=R/I. The P-injective envelope of R/M is

again E; and if A is a torsion P-module, then A is an P-module and Hom^ (A, E) s

HomK (A, E) = A*. If D is an P-module with D.C.C. (descending chain con-

dition), we have D^HomB (D*, E) by [5, Corollary 4.3].

If A is an P-module, we will let t(A) denote the torsion submodule of A.
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Lemma 7.1. Let S be a torsion-free, reduced R-module of rank one (i.e., S is a proper

R-submodule of Q). Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) K®RS is an indecomposable R-module.

(2) (K®BS)* is an indecomposable R-module.

(3) t(S*) is an indecomposable R-module.

Proof. (l)o(2). By [7, Theorem 1], K®BS has D.C.C. Hence we have K®BS^

HomB ((K®BS)*, E). Since (K®RS)* is a cotorsion P-module by [8, Proposition

1.3], its P and P direct summands coincide by [8, Proposition 5.6]. Thus K®RS

is an indecomposable P-module if and only if (K®RS)* is an indecomposable P-

module.

(2)o(3). By [8, Proposition 1.3], (K®RS)* is a torsion-free, cotorsion P-

module. Thus by [8, Corollary 3.3], (K®BS)* is an indecomposable P-module if

and only if K®R(K®RS)* is an indecomposable P-module. It only remains to

show that K®R(K®RS)*^t(S*).

Now we have an exact sequence :

0^S-+Q->K®BS^0,

and hence an exact sequence :

0 -> (K®RS)* -> Q* -> S* -> 0.

Tensoring this last sequence with K, we obtain the isomorphisms: Torf (K, 5"*) =

K®B(K®BS)*. By [2, Chapter VII, Proposition 2.2] we have that /(S*) =

Tor? (K, S*). Thus t(S*)^K®R(K®BS)*, and the proof of the lemma is

complete.

Corollary 7.2. Let I be an ideal ofR. Then the following statements are equivalent :

(1) K®BI is an indecomposable R-module.

(2) / is an indecomposable R-module.

(3) /* is an indecomposable R-module.

Proof. (l)o(2). Since Î^R®BI, we have by [8, Proposition 7.2] that /=

ExtB (K, I). Thus the equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from [8, Corollary 3.3].

(l)o(3). From the exact sequence: 0-^/->P, we obtain the exact sequence:

P=P*->/*->0. Thus ?(/*) = /*, and so the equivalence of (1) and (3) follows

from Lemma 7.1.

Lemma 7.3. Assume that R has only two prime ideals. Let B be any finitely gener-

ated R-submodule of E. Then any divisible R-submodule of E/B is an indecomposable

R-module.
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Proof. If X is any P-submodule of E, define X' to be the annihilator of X in P.

Let/=P'; then by [5, Theorem 4.2] we have that R/J^B*. Since P* has D.C.C.

by [5, Corollary 4.3], it follows that / is an M-primary ideal of P.

Let D/B be a divisible P-submodule of E/B, where D is an P-submodule of E

containing P. Suppose that we have D/B=DJB©D2/B, where D1; D2 are P-

submodules of D containing P. Then Di-\-D2 = D and Dxr\ D2 = P. By [5,

Theorem 4.2] we then have that (Dj n D2)' = Di + D2. Therefore, J=D[ + D'2,

and Di, D2 are ideals of P.

Let P be the other prime ideal of P. Suppose that neither D[ nor D2 are M-

primary ideals of P. Then D[<=P and D'2<=P. Hence /= DÍ + D'2<=P. Since / is an

M-primary ideal, this is a contradiction. Thus we can assume that D[ is an M-

primary ideal of P. Therefore, R/D[ has D.C.C.

Now by [5, Theorem 4.2] we have D1^(R/D[)*, and by [5, Corollary 4.3] we

have that (R/D[)* is a finitely generated P-module. Since the P-structure and the

P-structure of Dj are the same, Dx is a finitely generated P-module. Therefore,

D1/B is a finitely generated P-module. But DJB is a direct summand of D/B,

and hence is a divisible P-module. Thus we have DJB=0, and so D/B is an

indecomposable P-module.

Theorem 7.4. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) R has exactly two prime ideals.

(2) K®RS is an indecomposable R-module for every torsion-free R-module S of

rank one.

(3) K®RI is an indecomposable R-module for every ideal I of R.

Proof. (1)=>(2). Let S be a reduced, torsion-free P-module of rank one (i.e.,

S is a nonzero proper P-submodule of Q). By [7, Theorem 1], S/MS has D.C.C.

Since S/MS is annihilated by M, it has finite length, and thus is finitely generated.

Thus there exists a nonzero, finitely generated P-submodule I of S such that

MS+I=S. Hence we have M(S/I) = S/I. If r is any nonzero, nonunit of P, there

exists an integer «>0 such that Mn<=Rr. Hence S/I=r(S/I), and so S/Iis divisible.

We can assume without loss of generality that /isa nonzero ideal of P.

We have an exact sequence :

0 -> (5/7)* -> S* -> I* -> 0.

Since S/I is divisible, (S/I)* is torsion-free. Thus we have t(S*)^t(I*). Now as

we have seen in the proof of Lemma 7.1, we have t(S*)^K®R(K®RS)*. Therefore

t(S*) is a divisible submodule of /(/*).

Let P = (P//)*; then we have an exact sequence:

0^P^P^/*^0,
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and so I*^E/B. Thus /(/*) = /*, and so t(S*) is isomorphic to a divisible sub-

module of E/B. Since R/I has D.C.C., P is a finitely generated P-submodule of E

by [5, Theorem 4.2]. Therefore, Lemma 7.3 applies and t(S*) is indecomposable.

It follows from Lemma 7.1 that K®BS is indecomposable.

(2)=>(3). Trivial.

(3)=>(1). Suppose that P has more than two prime ideals. Then we have n> 1

distinct prime ideals Px,...,Pn of rank 0 in P. Thus in P we have 0=/n L, an

irredundant decomposition of 0, where J is a Pj-primary ideal ; and P2,..., Pn

belong to the ideal L. Now J+L is an M-primary ideal of P. For if Pp>J+L

for some / If^j^n, then P^J; and so Pj=Px. But PX$L, which is a contra-

diction. Thus J+L is an M-primary ideal of P. Let I=(J+L) n P. Since J+L is

^/-primary, we have Î=RI=J+L.

If Y is any ideal of P, let Ann (Y, E) = {x e E | 7x = 0}. We set P=Ann (/, E)

and C=Ann(L, E). By [5, Theorem 4.2] we have P+C= Ann (J n L, E) and

B r> C=Ann (J+L, E). Since J n L = 0 and J+L = î, we have P+C=P and

Pn C=Ann(/, P).

Let ,4 = Ann (/, E) = Bn C. Then we have E/A = (B+C)/A^B/A®C/A. By

[5, Theorem 4.2], E/A = Hom^ (/, P); and so we have (E/A)*^î. Since / is

an indecomposable P-module by Corollary 7.2, we must have (P/^)* = 0 or

(C/A)* = 0. Thus B = A, or C=A. If P = ̂ , then /=/, and so J^L. Thus

0=J n L=L, which contradicts the irredundancy of the decomposition of 0.

Similarly we can not have C = A. This contradiction shows that P has exactly two

prime ideals.

Remarks. It is a matter of classical ideal theory that the following conditions

are equivalent (see [9]).

(1) P has exactly two prime ideals.

(2) Every zero divisor of R is nilpotent.

(3) The zero ideal of P is a primary ideal.

(4) The integral closure of P is a valuation ring.

(5) Every ring extension of P in Q is a local ring.

Theorem 7.4 provides the solution for a problem raised in [7, p. 573]; namely

we have the following corollary.

Corollary 7.5. Let R be a Noetherian integral domain. Then every R-homo-

morphic image of Q is indecomposable if and only if R is a local domain of Krull

dimension one and R has exactly two prime ideals.

Proof. Suppose that every P-homomorphic image of Q is indecomposable.

Then by [7, Theorem 2], Pisa local domain of Krull dimension one. The corollary

now follows directly from Theorem 7.4.

The following theorem can be derived without any difficulty from classical ideal

theory (see [9]). We introduce it here mainly because it can now be proved by the
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methods of this section, and because it is intimately related to the theorems of this

section. It is of interest to compare this theorem with Theorem 4.5.

Theorem 7.6. Let R be a Noetherian domain of Krull dimension one. Then R

is an integral domain if and only if every proper R-submodule of Q is finitely generated.

Proof. Assume that R is an integral domain. It follows that P is then a local

domain. Let S be an P-submodule of ß which is not finitely generated. We can

assume that R^S. Since S/R has D.C.C. by [7, Theorem 1], we can further assume

that every proper P-submodule of S/R is finitely generated. Now S/R is divisible.

For, if not, there exists a nonzero element r e R such that r(S/R) ^ S/R. Thus

rS+R is finitely generated, from which it follows that S is finitely generated. This

contradiction shows that S/R is divisible.

Let E be the injective envelope of R/M, where M is the maximal ideal of P.

Since (S/R)*=£0, and since Phas no proper divisible submodule by [7, Proposition

2], it follows that there exists an epimorphism of S/R onto P. Let A/R be the kernel

of this epimorphism, where A is an P-submodule of E. Then we have an exact

sequence:

0-^A^S^E->0.

Tensoring this exact sequence with K we obtain an exact sequence :

0 -» Tor? (K, E) -> K®RA -> K®RS-> 0.

Since Tor? (K, E)^E, this sequence yields the isomorphism: K®rA^E©KiS)rS.

But K®RA is indecomposable by Theorem 7.4, and so K®RS=Ç). This means that

S=Q. Therefore we have proved that every proper P-submodule of ß is finitely

generated.

Conversely, if every proper P-submodule of ß is finitely generated, then P is

an integral domain by Theorem 4.5.
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